In South Africa

Walsh discusses racial crises

by Beth Jones

Dr. Peter Walsh, associate professor of international relations and government at Notre Dame, spoke last night on the roots of the current crisis in southern Africa.

The lecture, held in the library lounge, was the fifth in a series of public discussions, " دقائق," sponsored by the CLC and chaired by Peter Walshe.

Walshe explained that the black minority first clashed with the white majority over the establishment of the Union. The Union was formed in 1910 after the South African War, which ended in 1902.

“Then, the white minority first clashed with the black majority over the settlement of land in the 19th century,” Walshe said.

He pointed out that the conflict evolving into an economic one, which, he stated, eventually led to a “race of racial discrimination and exploitation.”

Ever since the racial and class boundaries were formed, unrest has become pervasive in South Africa. Walsh explained. Until the Second World War, this unrest remained peaceful. He said. Since then, Walshe continued, the black minority has emerged more forcefully and openly in hopes of achieving a “non-racial South Africa”.

All the blacks’ efforts achieved were repression and death. He added. The 1960’s opened with the Sharpeville shooting of 69 black men, according to Walsh. He explained that blacks were forced under ground, and a state of “represed stability” extended throughout South Africa, during this period, and into the 1970’s.

More than a thousand deaths have been recorded since the initial Sharpeville shooting, Walsh said. In June 1976, 400 grade school and high school black children were shot down in Soweto by white police officers, he continued, and the world became involved economically, politically, and ethnically.

“Some southern African debt became a black for the Third World,” Walshe summarized.

According to Walsh, independent black majority rule in Angola and Mozambique in the early 1970’s gave South Africa black renewed hopes, he explained, “For the first time the prospect of power appeared a possibility, both politically and psychologically.”

Change is clearly taking place, he stated. In a land where suppressed political, social and economic rule was sustained by a white police force and a black majority rule was sustained by a white police force, he explained.

The present black vice-president of the CLC, James Robinson, is the only black vice-president of the Student Affairs Committee. Walsh explained. He pointed out that the black power raises problems of social and economic rule was sustained by a white police force, he explained.

“When we talk about the black power raises problems of social and economic rule was sustained by a white police force, we are looking at a black power raises problems of social and economic rule was sustained by a white police force,” Walshe said.

The program was approved last night in consultation with efforts by the Senate’s Student Affairs Committee to “institute” student-teacher relationships.
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**Weather**

Increasing cloudiness and warmer Friday. Mostly cloudy with a chance of showers and thunderstorms Friday night and Saturday. Highs Friday in the upper 50s to low 60s. Lows Friday night in the 40s. Highs Saturday in the 50s.
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**New Junior Advisory Council**

*Applications due by Wednesday, April 19 in student activities.*

*Must include summary of past involvement and ideas for next year.*

*Submit designs for class T-shirt by Friday, April 28 - $10 prize*

---

**SMC 21 CLUB**

Applications Now Accepted For:

- 1978 - 79
- Manager
- Assistant Manager
- Bartender/Checkers

Apply by Friday, April 14, 1978 at the Student Activities Office.

---

**FINAL DAY ONE EARTH MARKETPLACE**

Crafts from all over the world sold in the basement of LaFortune from Noon to 5 pm.

Lecture Tonight 7:30 PM Dr. Ibrahim El-Suire, chairman of the Socialist Peoples Liberian Arab Jamahiriya Embassy.

Advisor's Authority - Direct Democracy Theory

The Notre Dame International Student Organization presents

**INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL**

an evening of cultural entertainment from around the world.

**SABURday 7:30 pm WASHINGTON HALL**

---

**On Campus Today**

11 am - one earth marketplace, Rathskeller, LaFortune

5 pm

12:15 pm biology travel series, "moscow," theodore croelle, 278 galvin aud.

3:30 pm meeting, "reflections in the wake of two recent trips to ing in the david burrell, c.s.c and prof. paul wilken, n.d. sponsored by the americans for peace in the middle east, rare book room, mem lib.

3:46 pm presentation, films etc., sponsored by alcohol awareness week, lib. bar

3 pm art talk film series, "louise oueorgeu," spon by art gallery, no charge, art gallery.

3 pm seminar, "group b streptococcal infections & immuity," dr. samuel getloff, micheal reese ctr., chicago, sponsored by the dept of microbiology, 102 galvin life aud.

3:46 pm happy hour library

4 pm lecture, "minority recruitment program at delaware state univ.," prof. john olsen ass.', dean univ. at delaware, sponsored by the chem eng dept., open to all, presented by the black cultural arts center, second floor, lafortune

4:30 pm lecture, "bilholomorphic maps," prof. john e. furness, princeton univ., soon by the math dept., comb 5

7 pm bible study group meeting, "college life," sponsored by campus crusade for christ, howard hall chap.

7:45 pm "a star is born," spon by student union, admission 11, mem. lib. aud.

7:30 pm one earth int'l festival an evening of cultural entertainment from around the world, reception followed by a dinner at 8, morgueaud.

9:20 pm presentation, for alcohol awareness week, smc 21 club 28

11 pm entertainment, jaime goodrich, admission is free, sponsored by the keenan hall, keenan center.

---

**Mother, daughter die**

**Ailing uncle shoots relatives**

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Every Wednesday for the past four years Althea Turner and her daughter, Irene, drove 23 miles to visit the mother's aging brother, taking him groceries, cleaning his house, and occasionally sharing him.

This week, neither returned from their mission of compassion. Police say the uncle, Nicholas Andreassi, shot and killed both women shortly after they arrived with two bags of food.

Andreassi, an emphysema victim who is only 67 years old, thought Mrs. Turner, 57, was stealing from him, police said.

The retired machinist himself summoned police to the scene, donde they found him sitting in the living room sofa in his pajamas, still hooked up to the 47 feet long tube that always runs from his nose to an oxygen tank. A .32 caliber automatic handgun lay on a coffee table, police said.

Andreassi was carried from the house on a stretcher and taken to St. Luke's Chilton and Medical Center where he was reported in poor condition Thursday, suffering from an apparent attack of emphysema, a chronic lung disease.

"We don't know why he happened. We found out through the police. My father found out on television," said Harry Turner Jr., 32, of Denver PA. "The victims were his mother and sister.

As far as anything else, I can't say. They were taking him food for the last couple of years. He was confined to the house. He was going to move in with them. They all get along well," he said.

Harry Turner, husbad and father of the victims, said that he fixed up a two room apartment with a bath in his own home last December so that Andreassi could move in, but Andreassi refused the invitation.

Turner said a nurse who lives with the family to care for a sick aunt and often went with his wife and daughter on the weekly visits. But he said the nurse was out of town Wednesday.

Police said Mrs. Turner died at the scene with a gunshot wound in the head. Her 27-year-old daughter, a bank officer who lived with her parents, died at a nearby hospital with a gunshot wound in her upper left shoulder, officials said.

At a bedside arrangement early Thursday, Andreassi was charged with murder on two counts and a weapons offense, and ordered held without bail for a hearing April 19.

---

**Weather**

Weather chance of showers and thunderstorms Friday night and Saturday. Highs in the 40s. Increasing cloudiness and warmer Friday. Mostly cloudy with a Highs Friday in the upper 60s to low 70s. Lows Friday night in the 50s. Highs Saturday in the 60s.

---
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Night Editor: Rob Brink
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Photographer: Beth Corbin
India questions CIA

NEW DELHI, India — The Indian government demanded yesterday that the United States make clear how it knew of an avalanche by the time the nuclear powerpack was left in an avalanche by the time the nuclear powerpack was left in.

U.S. Ambassador Robert F. Goheen was summoned to the Foreign Ministry and was told the reports were "specially concerned that the Central Bureau of Investigation, its chief Joh Lobo, said Thursday, "We don't deal with these..."

The Indian CBI is the counterpart of the American FBI, not the CIA. Its chief job, Lobo said Thursday, "We don't deal with these..."

A South African Campaign is being donated by the Central Bureau of Investigation, identified as India's counterpart of the CIA knew of the exhibition but was asked not to inform the government. The Indian CBI is the counterpart of the American FBI, not the CIA. Its chief job, Lobo said Thursday, "We don't deal with these..."

The Guiness Book of World Records lists 1500 people as the highest number participating in a single game of musical chairs. An attempt will be made to break this record behind the St. Mary's dining hall, at 6 p.m. on "Gentle Thursday."
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Smoking by Tim Sullivan

This year's An Tostal festival, which begins April 26, features many new events and will bring back a number of old An Tostal activities, according to John Roo-

The first An Tostal "Drive-in Movie Night" was held Friday on "Frivolous Friday," April 28, featuring Pink Floyd's "The Wall." The tentative location is in front of Rocke Memorial Gymnasium, and admission will be free.

A three-nite run around the lakes and the campus, finishing at the south end of the north quad, is scheduled for April 14, 15, and on "San-

New events which will occur on the halftime of "Sunday Saturday"'s touch football game are the wheelbarrow race and flower blowing.

Megan McCready is chairman of the race. According to co-chairman Joanne Kay and Mary Pat Zilko-

"Blazing Saddles." Tom Reston said in Washington the Department was checking into the reports and that the media, including the school newspaper, had learned of the incident is bound to damage U.S.-Indian relations, which Sargent added, "is..."

New Delhi questions CIA
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Speakers discuss alcohol standards

by Kathryn Jurgen

Double-standards in the treatment of men and women by alcoholics and the ways in which alcoholism affects men and women were topics addressed last night by three speakers in a presentation at the Saint Mary's Clubhouse. The presentation, part of Alcohol Awareness Week, featured Dick Leavy, assistant professor of Psychology, Molly Sullivan, co-founder of Phoenix House, and Teresa Klein, of the South Bend Alcohol Council.

"There is a conspiracy to ignore female alcoholics," Leavy stated. "There are ten million alcoholics, two million are women. It is not coincidental or accidental that females are ignored. Males are the power holders in this society and also provide funding and treatment for alcoholism."

"There are 250 half-way houses in the United States. Thirty of them are for women," Klein added.

Sullivan has been working for several years on establishing a half-way house in the South Bend community. The Sisters of Holy Cross at St. Mary's recently donated St. Mary's Academy a high school which closed two years ago, as a facility, for the recovery of female alcoholics. The facility, now called Phoenix House, is South Bend's first half-way house for women alcoholics.

"Forty percent of the work force in South Bend is female. It's curious how few referrals there are for women to alcoholic clinics," Sullivan added.

Leavy stated, "Men have more sources of information to tell them they're screwing up -- employers, wives."

"Families and spouses tend to be protective of women and tend to deny that the woman is sick," Sullivan said. "Denial of the woman's sickness leads to her deeper involvement in alcohol.

Leavy gave three "Swiss cheese" rules that distinguish male and female alcoholics. Female alcoholics start drinking at a later age than men. Secondly, females have a "teleological" motivation to alcoholism -- they become alcoholics quickly. Thirdly, women take other drugs with alcohol, while men just consume alcohol.

"Transmigrants are legally prevented and recommended by physicians. V action is the second most popular drug given to women for stress," Klein stated. She expects a gigantic malpractice suit to appear in the near future against doctors who prescribe sedatives.

Alcoholic women suffer more physical damage than men. Klein's study was that combination of drugs used by women makes them deteriorate faster than men who consume alcohol only.

The National Council of Alcoholism believes that it is the responsibility of the woman to consider obtaining from alcohol during pregnancy. Klein stated.

The children of women alcoholics are classified under the "fetal alcohol syndrome." Klein explained. They can be mentally retarded, have low birth weights or have no birth length, she said. Babies of alcoholics are rarely ready to match the development of normal children, she added.

Klein states that "a recent research project has discovered that women on oral contraceptives will get drunk faster and stay drunk longer."

The audience was very receptive to the information given. At one point Klein read an article from a nursing magazine that suggested wine as a remedy for the tired alcoholic. Klein explained. It could be temporarily retained, have low birth weights or have no birth length, she said. Babies of alcoholics are rarely ready to match the development of normal children, she added.
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"I get the greasies between shampoos!"

New Agree Shampoo helps stop the greasies between shampoos.

A major hair care problem is that hair gets oily and greasy too soon after shampooing. We call this condition "the greasies." A major source of the greasies is the build up of excess oil on the scalp which spreads to the hair and attracts dirt and more oil.

Agree's formula gently cleans the greasies from hair and scalp.

Three years ago, a remarkable formula was discovered which excelled in its ability to gently clean both hair and scalp of oil and dirt. Subsequently, more than one hundred carefully controlled laboratory tests were conducted to confirm that Agree's formula cleans better than most leading shampoos.

Because Agree cleans better, it keeps your hair looking its best longer.

Agree not only cleans better than most leading shampoos but also leaves your hair with natural body, shine and manageability. Even if you shampoo everyday, Agree will not dry out your hair leaving it with that flyaway, lifeless look.

"With Agree Shampoo, I don't have to worry about the greasies between shampoos."

The people of the Hair Care Laboratories, Personal Care Division of Johnson Wax, believe Agree is the finest shampoo available in either salons or retail stores. Try Agree Shampoo for your self.

Available in Regular, Extra Gentle, and Extra Oily Hair formulas.
Over neutron bomb

Europeans criticize Carter’s foreign policy

Paris (AP) - President Carter’s delay in deciding on the neutron warhead has intensified criticism of his foreign policies in the West European press, with major governments officials. Some even express doubt that the President has a coherent foreign policy.

"The time for realities has now arrived, and it's a difficult decision," said a French official, who asked not to be named. "People are talking about inconsistencies and vagueness, and at the same time the President must produce the new policy."

Outlines conflicts

Messenger discusses Ireland

by Andy Segovia

John Messenger, professor of anthropology at Ohio State University, lectured on the history and problems of Ireland yesterday afternoon at the CCE. The lecture, entitled "The Irish Conflict," is sponsored by the sociology and anthropology departments.

"I see the conflict as mainly a manifestation of religious racism," Messenger said. According to Messenger, there is a strong parallel between racism toward blacks in the United States and religious racism in Ireland.

"Most people in Northern Ireland think they can spot the difference between Catholics and Protestants on sight. The prejudice is intense and the attitudes are at times irrational," he explained.

The anthropologist presented a detailed history of the Irish conflict. The initial-separation between north and south was brought about by conflicts and thus led to the development of two different cultural and religious messengers explained. "The differences between north and south is not only with religion but with styles of life," he added.

Even after the separation, the Catholics have been oppressed in Northern Ireland. Messenger explained. Catholics have been discriminated against politically, educationally and economically, he said.

The IRA is supported by theMessenger emphasized. The IRA is needed as a deterrent to unification, he said. "The activities of the IRA could lead to a tragic civil war," he warned.

Extremists on both sides use assassinations effectively, said Messenger. "Active participation in the conflict is a surrogate puberty rite for young men," he contended.

A significant segment of the populations wishes to maintain the conflict, he stated. "Many businessmen, both Catholic and Protestant, find the current state of hostilities profitable," he asserted.

The educational system of both sides distort Irish history thus aiding in the continuation of hostilities," he continued. "The traditional rebel mentality of the Irish people may also be a factor in the conflict," he said.

Messenger concluded. "It is too complicated for a simple solution, since the violence seems to be self-perpetuating."

Obid institutes rules for courts

Rules have been instituted to more fairly unite the tennis courts during times of peak usage by David Baker of Orthodontics, Special Projects and Tom Fallone, tennis supervisor.

The priority is for the Department of Physical education classes 350 students and faculty. The rules include a Play Limit for one-hour when courts are free and a waiting list. B-After the courts are full players may only sign the waiting sheet located on the fence at the entrance to the courts and study. When a court opens, the new players should enter the time and date on the sheet and use the courts that are taking on the sheets. D-Players may not leave the court or stay outside the fence and help monitor the board while waiting.

Doctor to speak on poisons

James Hillman, M.D., director of Poison Control and assistant director of Emergency Services at Children’s Hospital, Akron, Ohio, will speak on "Management of the Poisoned Patient" at Saint Mary’s on Sunday at 7 p.m. The talk is sponsored by the Saint Mary’s Student Nurse’s Association. The talk is limited to students.

Composer to present third organ concert

Robert Anderson, internationally known recitalist and composer, will present the third in a series of organ concerts dedicating the new organ in Sacred Heart. The vesper services and recital at 7:30 p.m. are open to the public.

A professor and head of the organ department at Southern Methodist University, Anderson studied for two years with Professor Helma Walcha in Frankfurt, Germany, and has performed at festivals in New York and Brussels. His students have been the recipients of several awards, including Fulbright grants and the Grand Prize of Canada.

Anderson, a native of Chicago, has studied at the American Conservatory, Illinois Wesleyan, Union Theological Seminary and University of Chicago.

Student Government Task Force

The McKenna - Roohan Administration is forming a task force to aid cabinet members and provide manpower for Student Government projects. Anyone interested in becoming a member should call the Student Government office or contact Mark Hutton at 2195.
The Notre Dame Technical Review can look back on the annual convention of the Engineers and Managers, Associated (ECMA), held this past weekend at the College of Engineering, University of Notre Dame. According to Hal Munger, editor, that number represented more hometown subscriptions than any of the other ECMA number schools.

"The icing on the cake is that next year's convention will be held at Notre Dame," Munger said.

Out of nine categories, the Tech Review received first place in three: Best layout, all辛辣; Best Single Issue (Winter, 1977), and Best Technical Article ("How the Weather") by Doug Banamoni, Winter 1977. Second Place was given to Notre Dame's Best Cover (Spring 1977) and an Honorable Mention was awarded in the Best Overall Magazine category.

By IRS

Last minute crush expected

WASHINGTON (AP) - Americans have an extra two days to struggle with their taxes this year, but the Internal Revenue Service still expects a big crush of last-minute returns.

According to IRS figures, April 15 falls on a Saturday, taxpayers have until Monday to get their returns in the mail.

By last week, 30 million Americans still had not filed returns, an increase from 27 million at the same time last year. IRS officials had no explanation for the increase in late returns. They had speculated earlier that bad weather had kept many people home from IRS offices for advice.

Hal Munger, who suggested that taxpayers try to file their returns over the weekend rather than wait until the last minute Monday night, "If you come home from work, rush through dinner and try to fill out your return in a hurry, you are more likely to make a mistake," said Tony Bombardiere, IRS public affairs officer. "If you make a mistake, it delays any refunds." Taxpayers who can't make the deadline can obtain an extension by calling 4-6688 to file and get a 60-day extension for any fine forms, or in the IRS offices.

However, if they think they owe money, they must file a check with their estimated tax. The check must be for at least 90 percent of the amount the taxpayer ends up owing.

The IRS will charge a 0.5 percent penalty per month on any amount above that, in addition to 9 percent in interest.

The agency has this last minute filing advice for tax payers.

-Take time to check the arithmetic.

-Ber sure both signatures are on a joint return.

-Use your Social Security number on the check in case it is separated from the tax return.

-Use the self-addressed envelope that comes with the booklet to mail the return.

The IRS said it may take taxpayers filing this weekend about six weeks to get a refund, a week longer than people who filed earlier.

The IRS will audit about one out of every 40 tax returns, but a tax payer's chances of being audited increase if he has a high salary or tax evasion.

In 1976, the IRS re-examined 1.9 million individual tax returns, or 2.25 percent, and made taxpayers pay an additional $800 million or about $1.6 billion in alleged underpayments.

Subliminal voice stops klepto's

(AP) Somewhere in a large Eastern department store, thieves and shoplifters are getting a message this season that may just save them from being caught.

"We have a subliminal voice aimed at reducing shoplifting by telling them: 'I will not steal.'"

The theft deterrent is being field tested in a store "in a large Eastern seaboard city," Dr. Hal Becker of Metarie, La., told a conference in Atlanta on Wednesday. He defined the city to identify the city.

"What the new application does in the store is to provide stimuli on a background music system to set an example in honesty reinforcement and theft deterrence," Becker said in an interview.

"Our intention, based on the tests, is to make it available to retail stores department stores, supermarkets," he said.

Becker believes that the subliminal message embedded in the background music and subconscious mind can't quite hear it.

The message is designed to work almost like a post-hypnotic suggestion to be honest and avoid stealing. Becker said, "There are words in the message like 'I am honest' and I will not steal.'"

Becker, who has taught part-time at Tulane University's department of bio-mechanical engineering, was in Atlanta to deliver a paper at a meeting of the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.

Adelaide Hahn, Tulane information officer, described Becker as "a superhuman, very interesting fellow, who has 'done a lot of work in subliminal learning.'"

Becker's New Orleans supermarket chain has estimated that one out of 14 people "is seriously and significantly shoplifting."

In a store of about 2,000 employes, the subliminal voice was tested for six months with a savings greater than 1.6 million," he said.

Becker said that if the subliminal messages came into widespread use, employes and customers would be informed that a system is being used to lower prices to customers through store savings.

- ---

Ugly man returns

Who is the ugliest man on the Notre Dame campus? The An Tosanal Committee is determined to find out with this year's contest for "The Ugliest Man on Campus!"

Anyone—no matter how ugly can run for UMOC, and anyone can vote for her. Votes for her or him or her candidate at the dining halls during the week of An Tosanal.

Votes are a penny apiece, and there is no limit to the number of votes anyone can cast. All money collected will be donated to the Poor Clare Foundation and the Notre Dame Student Council.

For more information on UMOC, call Mark Burton at 2195.

Ben Hur at the races

Here's your chance to play Charlesston Heston for a day. How? In the An Tosanal Ben Hur Chariot Race, of course, on Saturday of An Tosanal Weekend.

A new and improved course, a procession led by blaring trumpets through the North Quad, and a new woman's division highlight this year's chariot races, which will kick off the mid-April pit activities. For more information, call John Callaway at 879 or Chris Digans at 8850.

Girls take to the courts

Attention women of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's! Were you shut out of the Basketball Bowl or Women's Basketball Tournament? The Notre Dame "Topcats" and Saint Mary's "Saints" are gearing up to go into action on their respective courts.

The controversial "Girls of Notre Dame," which was especially rewarding for the The Notre Dame Technical Review, was topped off by the Notre Dame basketball team taking second place in the women's basketball tournament. The "Saints" finished third.

Tostal weekend in Notre Dame, "Girls of Notre Dame," was great fun for everyone. The "Saints" were pleased with the way things turned out, and their added pressure of the Notre Dame bowling team.

Ben Hur concluded.

Go back to childhood

An Tosanal announces an opportunity for the students of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's to revert back to their childhood (if they ever grew out of them) with the "Wheelchair Races," week of An Tosanal from Sunday, April 23 through Wednesday, April 26 from 11 p.m. to midnight each night. Sign-ups for the service will take place in the next few weeks.

For more information, call Mary Thomson or Rosie Trangali at 8130.

Blow your own flower

How to get a beautiful white complexion, fast-join in the Flower-Blowing Contest on Saturday of An Tosanal Weekend.

The participants will try to be the first person to blow the flower out of a pie tin and recover a penny without using your hands. Registration for this event is required. To sign up, call Joanne at 980 or Mary Pat at 9800.

Radio City gets reprieve

NEW YORK (AP) Radio City Music Hall presented the high-kicking Rockettes as usual Wednesday after a last minute reprieve, and many of those waited in line for the show said they came just to make sure the 6,200 seat theater was alive and well.

Representatives of the state and Rockette Collette Bennett announced an agreement after what was to be the "Summer Wednesday," the night the state would shutter the hall for a burn of the tower for a duty of $2.5 million unless ways are sought to keep it permanently open.

The Rockettes have shed tears and their sequined slippers following the final performance when the show was to close.

A popular announcement had been made by Colette Bennett, Radio City Music Hall manager, "The show is ended.

Jim Skelton and his family left Hereford, Pa., at 9:30 p.m. for the trip to the midpoint in Manhattan's Rockefeller Center.

"Is open, or is it closed?" they asked while waiting in the spring.

"Shortly before getting here, we heard two conflicting radio reports within 20 minutes of each other," said Jack Gordon, 65, a retired dress pattern-maker from Queens, said he had been visiting Radio City "about once a week since it opened. We've been coming for 15 years ago." He came again yesterday "just to see if the show would get through.

It did, and Gloria Rubio and Delia Digan at the box office, two-speaking women from Guaymapi, Ecuador, said as they watched that they had looked to the girls who couldn't understand the songs and movie dialogue.

"This is something special for all the girls," Mrs. Rubio said. "It is a wonderful, wonderful thing that people from all over can visit this special landmark in the United States.

"We're happy," the couple from Guaymapi, Ecuador, said as they watched the girls who couldn't understand the songs and movie dialogue.

"This is something special for all the girls," Mrs. Rubio said. "It is a wonderful, wonderful thing that people from all over can visit this special landmark in the United States.

"We're happy," the couple from Guaymapi, Ecuador, said as they watched the girls who couldn't understand the songs and movie dialogue.
Angola Marxist revolution falters

Nairobi, Kenya [AP]- Plagued by an escalating civil war, its leader crippled in poor health, and its economy a shambles, Angola's Marxist regime is falling apart, according to diplomats, intelligence sources and travelers returning from the West African nation.

President Augusto Neto, a Marxist-Leninist, is described by diplomats as an ailing man stripped of power over state resources. He continues to head an政权 called the National Front for the Liberation of Angola, which is fighting the government of the new president, Joao dos Santos.

The regime, however, is still trying to return to a subsistence lifestyle, bartering what few manufactured products are available in towns for food in the countryside.

"People are exchanging shirts, for example, for food," he said.

Western diplomatic and intelligence sources and other travelers to Angola interviewed in several African capitals confirm this picture and report the two-year-old civil war is spreading.

One source who worked in Luanda told him Neto, who is 55, was now forced to have a heart attack or to be suffering from cancer and recently went to Moscow for treatment. In Moscow said they are fairly certain he is still there, but there has been no confirmation that he is ill.

Neto's government is backed by extensive Soviet weaponry, an estimated 19,000 Cuban soldiers and perhaps 6,000 Soviet, East European and Cuban military and technical advisers.

"The Neto regime is desperate," one Luanda visitor said. "They cannot survive without the Cubans."

A Cuban pullout, he said, could lead to the collapse of neto's nominal control of the country within a few months, possibly less. Angola's economy is kept afloat by revenue from the American Gulf Oil Co., which produced and marketed as much as 200,000 barrels of oil a day last year. It provides the government with an estimated $500 million a year in taxes and royalties.

Gulf's operations are protected by Cuban forces in the Cabinda enclave, where a third guerrilla movement, the Front for the Liberation of the Enclave of Angola, is fighting the government.

Another U.S. oil company, Texaco, recently was reported to have invested in Angola although it has not begun production.

"The oil scene is good—its the only thing that's good," said one source.

The civil war is essentially a tribal conflict involving Neto's Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola, largely backed by the 1.5 million Portuguese, the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola, or UNITA, led by Jonas Savimbi and supported by the 2 million Zambians, and Hodore Roberto's national Front for the Liberation of Angola, representing the million Bakongo.

Angola has a total population of 6 million.

Mixology holds last class

The Free University course, "The Art of Mixology and Bartending," will hold its final class and lab next Tuesday from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.

Contact the 1-800.222-2222 or visit us at 3540 West Palm Beach.

PKG. LIQUOR, WINES, BEER & SNACKS
BEER SPECIAL EACH WEEK-END

Block North of State line on U.S. 21

The Lincoln Highway Inn open 7 days a week

and your friends will wish they were too!

The Lincoln Highway Inn

Contact the 1-800.222-2222 or visit us at 3540 West Palm Beach.

This adds eligible to 1 FREE bottle of wine at meal.

Firestone sells stock

Miami [AP]- A month after a federal agency started investigating Firestone 500 steel-belted radial tires for possible safety defects, the company has put its stock back on the market, advertised the pr

The measure must be approved by both the Senate Human Resources Committee and Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee before the full Senate can vote on it.

The Human Resources Committee is expected to consider the bill in two weeks. The banking committee has scheduled hearings on the proposed legislation in late May, and congressional aides say it probably will be marked up for floor action before the panel votes on the measure.

Walsh discusses S. African crisis

(continued from page 1) capable of tolerating the emerging crisis.

"In the past, the illusion has been that if you don't confront South Africa over the background," Walsh said. However, South Africa "will be a world trouble spot for the remainder of the century.

"Als South Africa is in a state of ferment. It will take confrontation before things change about," he concluded.

American Airlines, Inc., preparing to close for one day so their untaught teachers could learn how to apply for food stamps at their legislatures, agreed yesterday to advance the district's $45 million special education district million.

The emergency funds would keep the district going until the end of the school year but would leave a $20 million deficit against next year's aid, thus restricting the amount of funds available to the district's 300,000 students and the city's 50,000 teachers. The voters approve a new tax. An emergency measure must still be approved by the Ohio Controlling Board, a state agency with the power over state emergency funds.

So the city's 113,000 students were still expecting to have Friday off, in response to a Cleveland Teachers Union request, while teachers and other employes must seek to learn how to apply for food stamps and unemployment benefits. District 30, discuss a strike vote that will be taken Monday and a letter-writing campaign to seek state help.

The school system has run out of money, and the teachers have not been paid since mid-March. A spokesman for Gov. James A. Rhodes stressed that the advanced only a temporary solution. He and education leaders said the long-term solution rests with the Cleveland schools that feared a crucial new school tax April 6.

The International Festival, a night of cultural entertainment from around the world, will take place Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Washing­ton Hall. Admission is free.

Walshes discusses S. African crisis

"After the past, the illusion has been that if you don't confront South Africa over the background," Walsh said. However, South Africa "will be a world trouble spot for the remainder of the century.

"Als South Africa is in a state of ferment. It will take confrontation before things change about," he concluded.

The measure is named for Rep. Augustus Hawkins, D-Calif., and the late Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn.

The bill was endorsed earlier this year by President Carter. It is backed by rights groups, organized labor, women's groups and several religious organiza­ tion's.

The measure must be approved by both the Senate Human Re­sources Committee and Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Com­mittee before the full Senate can vote on it.

The Human Resources Com­mittee is expected to consider the bill in two weeks. The banking committee has scheduled hearings on the proposed legislation in late May, and congressional aides say it probably will be marked up for floor action before the panel votes on the measure.

Walsh discusses S. African crisis

(continued from page 1) capable of tolerating the emerging crisis.

"In the past, the illusion has been that if you don't confront South Africa over the background," Walsh said. However, South Africa "will be a world trouble spot for the remainder of the century.

"Als South Africa is in a state of ferment. It will take confrontation before things change about," he concluded.
A Fair Housing Contract

Any student who intends to live on campus next year must sign a housing contract and submit it by tomorrow. As Philip B. Grewal argues, what does your signature on the housing contract mean? This statement explains:

"This contract constitutes acceptance by the student of all the rules and regulations pertaining to the University of Notre Dame residence halls. Because of loopholes written into the regulations, no one can be sure what rights the student is giving up to the University or what responsibilities they are assuming.

Recently the University attempted to clarify its regulations by printing the rule prohibiting the construction of lofts in dormitories. What many people fail to recognize is that the loophole is still there. According to the rule, there is no mass indiscretion; you may not go out and bomb a building, but there is an ongoing "revolution" similar to the rebellions which occurred during the Vietnam War. Anyone who has the opportunity to pick up the newspaper for five or five more years in the past few years knows such a purported revolution does not exist. Indeed, there has been much scattered activity, but much of this has been incident and not supportive of an overall movement. Senator Kenward, there is no mass insurrection; you may not go out and bomb a building.

Aside from the obvious, the argument used to prove the existence of the revolution range from preposterous to the laughable at best. The premises of marijuana use and sexual freedom are not only point made, they wouldn't even prove the existence of a revolution if true. These are mere extrapolations of what happens in our lobbies. Are our parents really the last generation to take the pope seriously? Is it the concert attendance of CSN, Grateful Dead or the standard "revolution activity index."

John Kenward's observation on changes in the American lifestyle and attitudes, though, are indicative of something better than a revolution. They are indicative of a growing concern among those of my generation. We don't want another anti-establishment. We wonder just how equitable the presence of marijuana is. Locally there is concern over the University's actions regarding the grumbler's master. The changes that we effect, however, will be done with a clear conscience and by ballot not by brute.

Incidentally, Mr. Kenward, I would think that cheap partisan shots are not very useful today. And before one makes hasty comments about Father Hesburgh ("not so much a fascist as he is a person from whom student reality," maybe one should look at what Father Hesburgh has accomplished - not what he hasn't.)

Bryan S. O'Neill

Editor

Where is Ollie?

Dear Editor:

A great way to start the day on ND was the send off "OLLIE" gave us all at the Juniper entrance with his friendly wave and "Good Morning." -- Alas the morning gray is no longer lightened by his cheery greeting.

Where are you Ollie? How could you desert us?"

"The Juniper Gang Gag"

We need the competition

Editor's Note: The following letter was sent to the Observer by Mr. Ward. He also sent copies to other newspapers and several basketball coaches at accredited schools.

Dear Coach Phelps:

Earlier this year on national TV you pressured Billy Parker immediately following Notre Dame's victory over an ACC team with the comment to the effect, "O.K., Billy, now tell me about the ACC."

First, congratulations on beating two ACC teams, the third and tied-for-last teams of the season concluded in 1978. Second, please accept my compliments (and gloatings) on your '77 and '78 tournament attempts: a loser to the ACC in both attempts you tied Arkansas, Kansas State, Purdue, Kentucky and Nevada-Las Vegas in '77 and Rhode Island, Pennsylvania and Villanova in '78. Further past attempts would not be so kind to Notre Dame basketball.

Everybody likes an intelligent, witty, winning coach who speaks with barbs, jabbs and innuendos even if he is honest. Yours is a fine program, if it appears, on good coaching, recruiting, facilities, scheduling and education. We ACC fans enjoy it. So keep up the good work, the ACC needs the competition.

Thomas E. Ward

A compliment

Dear Editor:

I wish to congratulate Mr. Michael Malone for his creative strip "Maturity." But that "young Swedish-born immigrant" by the name of Knute Rockne was born in Norway, I know because I dedicated a historical marker in his home town several years ago on my way to Moscow.

Fr. Almond Joy, S.C.
P.S. Coach Rackett started out at Notre Dame as Professor Rocke in Chemistry.
I wonder if my father would have understood if I told him that I drink. I wonder if, hearing me praise the benefits of the double Manhattan, he wouldn't say: “Listen to my son, the fool.” My father was a Methodist who never drank in his life. He died when I was a freshman in college. He never talked to me about alcohol or sex; leaving me his own good example as a decent man, he never needed to tell me his Christian opinions on life. He grieved over my becoming a Catholic as though he had heard news of a death in the family. Part of his distress came from his awareness that Catholics drink. “Cathaloon drink, and priests drink,” he reasoned. “Liquor makes them religious hypocrites.” He was really quite sensible even when he forbade me to attend Catholic services: he was afraid, he said, that at Mass I would meet the wrong kind of people.

My father was not an austere man. He cared a great deal about his friends who drank, and he had many, but he would have felt they contradicted themselves if they pretended to be religious. His father drank, and his brothers drank. He would often drive my grandfather to a saloon, and wait outside for him in a car while the old gentleman tossed down the fruity glass that retired sailors feel regularly entitled to. My father didn’t mind (to my knowledge) that his father drank; he loved all of the old man’s habits. Yet none of us ever learned to drink with a glass in his hand, at our house or at Grandpa’s. Drinking was something that grewups couldn’t do in front of adults.

My brother came home drunk once. He was nineteen. His friends brought him home and he was smuggled into the house as covertly as though he had been an IRA agent hiding from the Black and Tans. The neighbors mustn’t see him, and the children mustn’t see him, my parents thought. But I did see him sprawled stupidly in a chair with my parents surrounding over him as though the three of them were the figures of a Temperance picture. My father thought my brother’s drunkenness was sad and shameful, the greatest grief that could come to the family. For years after that, my father would pace up and down at night, going sleepless until dawn, fearing that my brother was getting drunk again. Eventually, he had me to worry about. I became an even greater worry to him, as he told me, when I became a protege of Rome. Raum and Romanism, as every Yankee knew, fit together as elementally as earthquake and fire.

My father never saw me drink. I never began drinking until I was thirty and; for a long time, I couldn’t drink without guilt. “Oh, Dad,” I would think as the ice clinked, “what the devil is this junk?” Yet, whatever sin I have gone in life, my father has always been with me representing the vision of decency and honor, gentleness and love, that I must measure myself against to be at peace with myself. I don’t live up to my father’s example; but he is my friend, and it has been a long time since I felt unchangeable with his memory.

My brother came home drunk once. He drank, and he had many; but he would have felt they contradicted themselves if they pretended to be religious. His father didn’t have to, since he formed my conscience. On evenings I have staggered, the whisper that says “Watch your step” has Yankee accents. Of course I have lost the language of logic, sweet reason tells me in sea-decked idioms: “You’re making a fool of yourself.”

Wherever the Catholic sun does shine, there is laughter and the good red wine. I pray that it may be always so.

Hilaire Belloc could believe that, but my father could only believe half of it. The Latin blessing would have offended him, and he would suspect the laughter as barnum bawdy.

All my life, my father was a stranger to wine. He feared a religion that could bless wine; and because of the daily wine I bless, my father becomes a stranger to me. Yet, like the son who waited outside a barroom to drive my Grandpa home, my father waits, even after thirty years — through his life and style and example — to lead me home to grow up. The story of the double Manhattan, but I praise my father for drinking, for the man who waited outside for me in a car or under the roof of John Wesley’s world, I bless my father who wouldn’t let the Prohibition law split me, and I bless his conscience. I pray that it may be always so beneficium Domini.

To Coonameeset With “Cleats”

Cleats, a novel about the fictitious Coonameeset War Eagles and their fight for respectability in the Louisiana Purchase Football League, has recently been re-released by the Juniper Press. The novel is a curious mixture of two different types of athletic novels. In some ways Cleats is similar to a Frank Merriwell story. The novel traces the War Eagles journey from a lousy team with a 23 game losing streak, to a gutty squad which battles for the league championship and the emblem of LPFL champions, the Jerome cup. Different techniques are used to de­

by tony pace

EAEG Player’s is Yuki-Yama, “six feet, five inches and 350 pounds of ex-Sunto worlder: the design’s tackle eligibility play, which he calls “the Oriental Ex­

gress,” to surprise War Eagles opponents. The timing of the story gives the team’s general manger, Fats Minkowitz, and owner, Frank Franklin, the opportunity to emerge as the general manager position because he had a Korean rookie sensation for the league championship and the emblem of LPFL champions, the Jerome Smoen

The Eagles play the War Eagles journey from a lousy team with a 23 game losing streak, to a gutty squad which battles for the league championship and the emblem of LPFL champions, the Jerome Smoen

the observer

Reverend Robert Griffin

Wherever the Catholic Sun Does Shine

Letter to a Lonely God

I pray that it may be always so beneficium Domini.
Indiana law does not allow individuals to vote on policy decisions, and Mayor Robert E. Armstrong said yesterday, "It's over. The ordinance for the hospital's fate is over." Donald Muehlethaler, administrator of Fort Wayne General Hospital here, said in announcing the girl's death: "Her blood pressure couldn't be maintained and her heart stopped."

"The Cecilia hospital has gotten their reprieve," he added. "They didn't have to make a decision. Nature became the judge."

The funeral which her parents planned more than a week ago is scheduled to be held at 1 p.m. CST tomorrow at Culver's Funeral Home here. Burial will be in Swan Lake Memorial Gardens.

In an interview Thursday, Mrs. Rubinelli said the family was prepared for the death because "the doctor told us the day of the hearing that he was quite sure she wouldn't live two weeks."

"It will really hit us when we see her," Mrs. Rubinelli added. The death occurred about 30 hours after a superior court judge had delayed for two weeks a hearing on the Rubinelli's petition to declare their daughter legally dead.

The parents had asked the hospital to disconnect the life-support machinery, but its officials refused because Indiana law does not recognize brain death.

Mrs. Rubinelli spoke bitterly of the court's refusal to admit evidence from Andrea's doctor that she was dead because her brain was not functioning.

"If I had asked for an abortion, nobody would have asked how alive she is," she said, explaining that there was excessive concern for "how dead is down.""

"We were just trying to bury someone. Our lawyer filed papers that the hospital would not be held responsible for anything," the mother said.

Andra, who had been suffering from a rare blood disease characterized by a shortage of platelets which causes bleeding in the brain, was admitted to the hospital March 26. Six hours later, she lapsed into a coma.

Over a 10-day period, doctors administered three electroencephalograms, which measure brain impulses, and failed to detect any activity. But under state law, a patient is considered alive if there is breathing and the heart is beating. Hospital machinery had artificially maintained those functions.

The Rubinellis went to court Tuesday to ask LaPorte Superior Court Judge Raymond Fox to direct the hospital to disconnect the respirator. After appointing two attorneys to represent the child's interests in the matter, Fox continued the hearing until April 25, that was over the protests of John Anderson, LaPorte attorney representing the Rubinelli's and Craig Fire, the attorney for the hospital, who said the girl might die in the interim, leaving the issue unsettled.

"It's our position that we need to know the criteria to be set down for determining life and death here," he said.

MICHIGAN CITY, Ind. (AP) - Nature, instead of the courts, settled the legal battle over whether Andrea Rubinelli should be kept alive artificially.

After 17 days on a respirator that her parents sought court permission to disconnect, the 15-year-old daughter of Peter and Joan Rubinelli died of heart failure at 9:13 p.m. CST Wednesday.

"It's over. The ordinance for the hospital's fate is over," Donald Muehlethaler, administrator of Fort Wayne General Hospital here, said in announcing the girl's death Thursday. "Her blood pressure couldn't be maintained and her heart stopped."

"The Cecilia hospital has gotten their reprieve," he added. "They didn't have to make a decision. Nature became the judge."

The funeral which her parents planned more than a week ago is scheduled to be held at 1 p.m. CST tomorrow at Culver's Funeral Home here. Burial will be in Swan Lake Memorial Gardens.

In an interview Thursday, Mrs. Rubinelli said the family was prepared for the death because "the doctor told us the day of the hearing that he was quite sure she wouldn't live two weeks."

"It will really hit us when we see her," Mrs. Rubinelli added. The death occurred about 30 hours after a superior court judge had delayed for two weeks a hearing on the Rubinelli's petition to declare their daughter legally dead.

The parents had asked the hospital to disconnect the life-support machinery, but its officials refused because Indiana law does not recognize brain death.

Mrs. Rubinelli spoke bitterly of the court's refusal to admit evidence from Andrea's doctor that she was dead because her brain was not functioning.

"If I had asked for an abortion, nobody would have asked how alive she is," she said, explaining that there was excessive concern for "how dead is down.""

"We were just trying to bury someone. Our lawyer filed papers that the hospital would not be held responsible for anything," the mother said.

Andra, who had been suffering from a rare blood disease characterized by a shortage of platelets which causes bleeding in the brain, was admitted to the hospital March 26. Six hours later, she lapsed into a coma.

Over a 10-day period, doctors administered three electroencephalograms, which measure brain impulses, and failed to detect any activity. But under state law, a patient is considered alive if there is breathing and the heart is beating. Hospital machinery had artificially maintained those functions.

The Rubinellis went to court Tuesday to ask LaPorte Superior Court Judge Raymond Fox to direct the hospital to disconnect the respirator. After appointing two attorneys to represent the child's interests in the matter, Fox continued the hearing until April 25, that was over the protests of John Anderson, LaPorte attorney representing the Rubinelli's and Craig Fire, the attorney for the hospital, who said the girl might die in the interim, leaving the issue unsettled.

"It's our position that we need to know the criteria to be set down for determining life and death here," he said.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Angry farmers came to town on tractors in winter's slush. They left by bus and car, refreshed in spring's sunshine, still angry.

Against predictions of the legislative leadership, the House plowed under a proposal to guarantee prices this year if the federal government would pay $2.14 to $2.30 a bushel, a markup of $0.56 to $0.815.

The council is reviewing applications of seven cable TV companies to provide service in Fort Wayne.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Angry farmers came to town on tractors in winter's slush. They left by bus and car, refreshed in spring's sunshine, still angry.

Against predictions of the legislative leadership, the House plowed under a proposal to guarantee prices this year if the federal government would pay $2.14 to $2.30 a bushel, a markup of $0.56 to $0.815.

The council is reviewing applications of seven cable TV companies to provide service in Fort Wayne.
NEW YORK (AP) - Assistant FBI director J. Wallace LaPrade said yesterday that "warrantless investigations" such as those that resulted in the indictment of former acting FBI director L. Patrick Gray and his own proposed discipline are still being conducted by the FBI, with presidential authority.

"At the present time, there are warrantless investigations that the attorney general, with the president's executive authority, is having the FBI conduct," he said at a hastily called news conference. He did not say whether President Carter had specific knowledge of them.

Asked what he meant by "warrantless," he replied: "I would describe it this way: The activities that are alleged in connection with the Weatherman investigation in the early 1970s would categorize as warrantless activities."

In Washington, Justice Department spokesman Terrence Adamson said at a hastily called news conference that the issues raised by LaPrade involved national security. Adamson said there were no instances of warrantless surveillance in domestic cases by the FBI or other Justice Department agents except for national security and that the attorney general and his predecessor Edward F. Levy had testified to Congress on several occasions about those.

Adamson said that in fact no American citizen has been subject to warrantless surveillance with the well-publicized exception of Ronald Humphrey, a USA employee accused of passing secrets to the North Vietnamese.

LaPrade has been under recent pressure by Bell for his alleged activities in illegal acts committed in investigations of the Weatherman Underground.

Department officials declined to spell out specifically what administrative charges have been brought against LaPrade, who was notified earlier in the day as to their content.

Referring to the pressures from Bell for his alleged role in illegal FBI burglaries, mail opening and wire tapping in its Weatherman Investigations, LaPrade said: "Is it proper to ask: Will another political power in Washington desire to prosecute today's actions five years from now?"

"The issue at hand is political, as opposed to legal," LaPrade said, "and there has been a political effort to control the FBI.

A highly placed FBI source in New York who asked not to be identified by name said there was a connection between the Weatherman underground targets in the early 1970s and the Palestine Liberation Organization.

Meanwhile, attorney Jack Solerwitz, reached by telephone at his Long Island office, said he represented 68 agents now scattered around the country who took part in investigations of the Weatherman Underground and who now face possible disciplinary action as a result.

The lawyer said none of the 68 are going to accept any censure or reprimand without a fight."
Now comes Miller time.
Any one of them could have stippled the treaty by forcing it to be renegotiated or submitted to another plebiscite in Panama. The reservations say the United States has the right to intervene militarily to keep the canal open. DeConcini wants to attach a similar reservation to the second treaty. DeConcini's demand has infuriated the Panamanians. They say it would give the United States the right to intervene in Panamanian affairs. But the Carter administration fears that a refusal to go along with DeConcini would cost the second treaty a handful of crucial votes. On the other hand, two treaty proponents, Sens. Daniel P. Moynihan, D-N.Y., and Floyd Haskell, D-Colo, hinted that they might vote against the second pact unless provisions were softened. And Sen. James Abourezk, D-S.D., told the White House that he, too, would consider voting against the treaty unless President Carter took a new stand against natural gas deregulation and attempted to have House-Senate energy conference leaders open their meetings.

"I'm not bluffing at all. I think deregulation is a much more important issue than the Panama Canal," Abourezk said when asked why he was linking the two issues. Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd, D-W.Va., Assistant Majority Leader Alan Cranston, D-Calif., and Church took charge of the DeConcini rejected language proposed by the State Department to take the sting out of his reservations.
Mickey Mantle Jr.

Another Mantle in baseball

ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) — Mickey Mantle Jr., parting company with the New York Yankees when his father started, signed Thursday to play baseball this season for the Alexandria Dukes, and independent entry in the Class A Carolina League.

Mantle, 23, who failed earlier this spring in a tryout with the Yankees farm team at Fort Lauderdale, said he was looking forward to suiting up with his new team.

Mantle said he relayed the news to his father when the elder Mantle signed a contract when he left camp.

"He had far to go to get himself back in shape," Bergesch noted. "He showed some of the things his father had. He has the ability to hit the ball with power."

The younger Mantle said he was not bitter at the Yankees, adding that he realized the problem may have involved the world champions’ surplus of quality players in spring training.

Mike Halbrooks, general manager of the Dukes, beginning their first season here, said the only pressure the club put on itself when it offered the tryout.

"At this level (class A) we have nothing to lose by giving the kid a chance," Halbrooks said. "If he makes it to the majors some day he will always remember where he got his start."

The Alexandria team represents the first professional baseball franchise in the area of the nation’s capital since the Washington Senators moved to Texas and became the Rangers seven years ago.

The Dukes open their season Friday in Salem, Va.

Weekend Sports

BASEBALL:

doubleheader vs. Ball State at John Kline Field, 1 p.m. Saturday

tennis:
dual match vs. Iowa and Marquette at Courtney Tennis Center, 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. Sunday

LACROSSE:

vs. Albion College at Stepan Center, 2 p.m. Friday

rowing:
dual match vs. Wayne State and Grand Valley State at Mishawaka Marina, 1:30 p.m. Saturday

Crew, Rugby summaries

(continued from page 15)

State. There will be a race starting every 45 minutes. Everyone is encouraged to go out and support some of the more dedicated athletes on this campus.

*********

The Fighting Irish ruggers emerged victorious in two out of their three matches with the powerful Intercollegiate Rugby Club last weekend. The Notre Dame "A" team dealt their worst defeat of the spring, 30-5, in the first contest of the afternoon. The Red’s scrum proved to be too physical and experienced for their Irish opponents. A hustling Notre Dame "B" team wasted no time in establishing the tempo of the second match. A determined Irish scrum forced the key in the "Piggies" keeping their undefeated record as the Irish rolled over the Reds by a score of 22-0. The C team claimed the second Notre Dame victory of the afternoon, 8-4. Two early scores proved to be enough for the Irish to win. Two early scores proved to be enough for the Irish to win.

The Irish open their home season against Ball State tomorrow at 1:00 p.m. The A,B, and C teams will be in action on the playing fields behind Stepan Center.

The sailing team was in action last weekend at Southern Illinois University and this weekend they travel to the Admiral Cup Regatta held at Illinois.
by Bill Caldwell
Sports Writer

On Wednesday night the Notre Dame women's lacrosse team defeated Michigan State in a thrilling over-time contest on Scaife's home field, 12-11.

Carl Lumholtz had 5 goals to power the Irish to victory. The Irish also had two goals each from Rich O'Leary, John Gray, Paul Rizzo and a single tally from Mike Rizzotti.

The defense also played an outstanding game to help the team. Goalie Bill Mc Kay allowed only 7 goals in the nets, backed up on defense by junior Jimmie Davis, John Manicco, Jimmy Ray Williams, Joe Versace, and four-man unit of Mark Carberry and Dan Welch.

The Irish were not as fortunate over the weekend as they dropped two games. They lost to Arizona St. 8-5, Saturday, and to Purdue 5-4, Sunday.

The Notre Dame "B" team lost to LSU 10-4 on Wednesday night after beating Purdue's "B" team on Sunday.

Junior team member, Tim Walsh, considered the goalie of the Lacrosse Team to be "the hero" of the two weekend games. The key moment in the game was a goal scored by Rich O'Leary that tied the game 7000, live-In only 71000.

Dame Lacrosse Team defeated in the nets, backed up on defense by Joseph Gatto. 234-6688.

Two completely furnished houses for rent close to campus.

Staying in the nets, backed up on defense by junior Jimmie Davis, John Manicco, Jimmy Ray Williams, Joe Versace, and four-man unit of Mark Carberry and Dan Welch.

The Irish were not as fortunate over the weekend as they dropped two games. They lost to Arizona St. 8-5, Saturday, and to Purdue 5-4, Sunday.

The Notre Dame "B" team lost to LSU 10-4 on Wednesday night after beating Purdue's "B" team on Sunday.

Junior team member, Tim Walsh, considered the goalie of the Lacrosse Team to be "the hero" of the two weekend games. The key moment in the game was a goal scored by Rich O'Leary that tied the game 7000, live-In only 71000.

The Notre Dame team started the season with a 13-12 victory over Wright State. A close game in the first half of the game opened up on defense by Joseph Gatto. 234-6688.

Staying in the nets, backed up on defense by junior Jimmie Davis, John Manicco, Jimmy Ray Williams, Joe Versace, and four-man unit of Mark Carberry and Dan Welch.

The Irish were not as fortunate over the weekend as they dropped two games. They lost to Arizona St. 8-5, Saturday, and to Purdue 5-4, Sunday.

The Notre Dame "B" team lost to LSU 10-4 on Wednesday night after beating Purdue's "B" team on Sunday.

Junior team member, Tim Walsh, considered the goalie of the Lacrosse Team to be "the hero" of the two weekend games. The key moment in the game was a goal scored by Rich O'Leary that tied the game 7000, live-In only 71000.

The Notre Dame team started the season with a 13-12 victory over Wright State. A close game in the first half of the game opened up on defense by Joseph Gatto. 234-6688.
College basketball! The excitement of the game, the thrill of victory, the agony of defeat. It's all part of the college basketball experience. This year, the top teams are vying for the crown, and the pressure is on. Will it be Duke, Kansas, or perhaps an up-and-coming team? Only time will tell, but one thing is for sure: it's going to be an exciting season. So grab your popcorn, settle in for the ride, and enjoy the game!"